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6.1 To identify and accurately model different noise coupling mechanisms on-chip 

6.2 To establish novel isolation and / or circuit design techniques to combat noise coupling 

6.3 To establish the theoretical optimal driving impedance of common ADC circuits at varying 

amplitude levels.  

6.4 To design an optimal (possibly dynamic) matching network between LNAs and ADCs for direct RF 

digitization. 

7. This topic relates to the priority area “Radio Astronomy antennas and receivers (9)”, as it relates 

to large scale, low cost MFAA receiver deployment. Successful low-noise co-integration of LNAs and 

ADCs in bulk CMOS will make a vital and meaningful contribution to MFAA development. 

8a. Year 1: Introductory training in microelectronic design principles techniques, including 

measurement techniques. Literature review. Formulation of research questions and hypothesis. 

Submission of PhD proposal. Setup and verification of circuit / EM co-simulation framework. Circuit 

and layout design of ADC and LNA without optimal matching. Circuit / EM co-simulation.  

8b. Year 2: Simulation characterization of interference. EM design of suppression. First IC 

prototyping round (unmatched). Measurements. Theoretical analysis of ADCs and optimal driving 

impedance. Verification of driving impedance calculation. Theoretical analysis of impedance 

matching. 

8c. Year 3: Circuit design of impedance matching. ADC and LNA circuit co-design (matched). 

Simulation of LNA-ADC combination. LNA and ADC co-design and layout. Second IC prototyping. 

Measurements. Write thesis. 

9. The University of Pretoria has access to all necessary software resources (FEKO, CST, HFSS, 

Cadence Virtuoso, ADS), foundry PDKs (Globalfoundries, AMS, UMS, OMMIC) and laboratory 

facilities (VNA, spectrum analyser, noise figure analyser, cryo-coolers, wafer probe stations) to host 

such a study. The University also has agreements in place to sponsor critical microelectronic 

prototyping steps. 
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